Come and experience a new journey at

Change a market, Be agile, Explore new horizons and Join us!

We are all young passionate people working for the growth of UEX one of the main
Insurtech start up in Singapore. Our goal is to disrupt the way people buy insurance to
build Health insurance as it should be: personalized coverages subscribed 100%
online, easy and paperless.
We are the only 100% online health insurance subscription platform in Singapore.
Our mission is to leverage technology to make private & group health insurance
simple, fast, efficient and personalized for our members.
Care is the new growth hacking! We provide a new digital experience to our
members, with the right advice to protect their health and help them find the solution
that matches best with their profile. Anyone can cover themselves and each member
of their family according to their needs : no more, no less, in less than 3 minutes.
UEX is growing fast: Thanks to our financial investments we confirmed our potential
to become a leader in both personalized individual health insurance and employee
benefit program in Singapore. Our goal is to disrupt the way people buy insurance,
and finally make it simple and understandable. And to achieve this, we are looking for
brilliant and passionate individuals to join our global team.
You can check our website and our platform and even on our Facebook Page
to catch more information about us ;)

Job Description
This internship is a really great opportunity to support a new venture in its
development through different missions: in coordination with it dev and sales team
manage online marketing campaigns (using Google AdWords, Facebook Ads, Google
Analytics, Google Data Studio and more...), SEO, SEM, SEA, support commercial
campaigns (referral marketing, incentive and reward programs etc.), handle website
optimization, animate social networks (Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube), organize
different events with our customers/partners, and more!
● Responsibilities are given from Day 1: you will conduct projects from the
beginning to the end - from the development of the strategy to the analysis of
the results.
● You will make your mark by contributing to and participating in a variety of
marketing projects and campaigns - your creativity is highly welcomed!!
● You will learn a lot about entrepreneurial environment: we truly believe in the
fact of trying and adapt quickly according to the results.
● By partnering up with the content team you will help create awareness about
healthcare in Singapore and all its specificities.
● You will be a member of the Insurtech and Fintech community in Singapore, a
dynamic environment growing fast.
● You will always be stimulated by something you like to do, and never be bored,
because there are many projects to handle.

Qualifications required
● A fast learning candidate who is looking for a challenge.
● Feeling super at ease with English speaking, even if it is not your mother
tongue.
● Good knowledge of Excel tools. Knowledge of Google Adwords, Facebook Ads
and Google Analytics is a real plus.
● A graduate or undergraduate from a top university, business or engineering
school.
● Previous experience in marketing is a plus, but motivation is a must.
● You are eligible to work in Singapore or you meet the requirements of the
Singaporean Working Holiday Pass.

Additional Information
● Team: Be ready to join a human, ambitious and hardworking team who wants
to create an Insurance (r)evolution and loves to work together. Even if
autonomy is highly important, we support and motivate each other: team spirit
is one of our key values.
● Environment: Our offices are located in Singapore, in the middle of the CBD.
● Salary expectations: Based on your skills and previous experiences.

Feeling up to a challenge?
Interns positions are available asap, and for at least between 6 and 12 months.
Don’t wait to contact one of us at jobs@uexglobal.com
We look forward to receiving your CV (in English) and will get back to you quickly.
And if you have any additional questions, you can talk to our current interns to get
feedbacks on their job and experience in the UEX team:
- margot@uexglobal.com
- miriam@uexglobal.com

